We present a new system of intersection types for a composition-free calculus of explicit substitutions with a rule for garbage collection, and show that it characterizes those terms which are strongly normalizing. This system extends previous work on the natural generalization of the classical intersection types system, which characterized head normalization and weak normalization, but was not complete for strong normalization. An important role is played by the notion of available variable in a term, which is a generalization of the classical notion of free variable.
Introduction
An explicit substitutions calculus is a refinement of the classical Lambda Calculus (LC) [6] in which substitution is not treated as a meta-operation on terms but rather as an operation of the calculus itself. The inspiration for such a study is the observation that, in the presence of variable-binding, substitution is a complex operation to define and to implement, so that making substitutions explicit leads to a more pertinent analysis of the correctness and efficiency of compilers, theorem provers, and proof-checkers. Abadi, Cardelli, Curien, and Lévy [1] and de Bruijn [12] defined the first calculi of explicit substitutions.
Intersection type disciplines originated in [14, 15] to overcome the limitations of Curry's type assignment system and to provide a characterization of the strongly normalizing terms of the λ-calculus [36] . Since then, intersection types disciplines have been used in a series of papers for characterizing evaluation properties of λ-terms [29, 28, 3, 4, 23, 2, 22, 17] .
As discussed in [20] , one can see an explicit substitution calculus as an improvement on both the system of combinators and LC, since it is a system whose mechanics are first-order and as simple as those of combinatory logic, yet which retains the same intensional character as LC. Observe that LC can be viewed as a subsystem of explicit substitution systems, defined by the strategy of "eagerly" applying the substitution induced by contracting a β-redex. In this sense, explicit substitutions calculi are logically prior to LC, and the study of explicit substitutions represents a deeper examination of the relationship between abstraction and application.
Example 1 Consider the terms
M 1 ≡ ((λy.z)(xx)) x=λa.aa and M 2 ≡ z y =xx x=λa.aa and notice that M 1 −→ M 2 . The term M 2 is readily seen to be strongly normalizing. But M 2 is not typable in the system D of [19] : it is obtained from the (not strongly normalizing, hence untypable) term M 1 by contracting a β-redex, and such a contraction does not change the typing behaviour of terms under D. Finding a type system characterizing the strongly normalizing terms was left as an open problem in [19] .
Main results. In this paper we solve the aforementioned problem: we define an extension E of system D which types precisely the strongly normalizing terms. Furthermore, when a universal type ω is added, the resulting system E ω satisfies the same theorems as those in [19] characterizing the weakly normalizing, head normalizing, and solvable terms. Our claim, then, is that the system presented herewith or without a universal type -is a robust type system appropriate for analyzing reduction properties in explicit substitutions calculi.
In fact, we present two different characterizations of strong normalization, in the form of two different type systems. These systems were discovered independently [5, 30] . Each system starts with the natural generalization of the classical intersection types system to the explicit substitutions calculus and adds a new typing rule. In one system [5] , the new rule essentially takes into account that, by putting a term of the shape M x=N -where x does not occur free in M -in an arbitrary context, the free variables of N will never be replaced. Therefore, we can discharge the assumptions used to type N when we derive a type for M x=N . For the second system the key insight for the solution is the notion of available variable occurrence in a term (Definition 3). This is a refinement of the notion of free variable, first considered in [11] (Remark 2.3).
The present paper is an joint expanded version of the conference papers [5] and [30] ; we present both rules in a uniform system, and investigate the relationship between the two systems.
As a corollary of our proof methods we are able to define a somewhat more general notion of garbage collection than has been studied in the literature of λx and show that adding a reduction for garbage collection does not change the set of strongly normalizing terms.
Explicit substitutions calculi without composition typically enjoy the preservation of strong normalization property: a pure term is strongly normalizing in the presence of explicit substitutions if it is so under β-reduction [32, 8, 11, 9, 10, 38, 18] . It follows that the classical intersection type system does characterize strong normalization for pure terms. In contrast, the current results provide information about all terms. Perhaps more significant is the fact that the proofs here are direct, involving reasoning in the explicit substitutions calculus itself, not passing through the indirection of an argument about β-reduction. Herbelin [25] has proposed also a direct proof of strong normalization for a simply typed calculus of explicit substitution which interprets a sequent calculus (he restricts the attention to simple types and so does not achieve a characterization of strong normalization). We recommend his introduction for other arguments on how explicit substitutions give an account of the cut rule [21] .
Recently we learned that Jean Goubault-Larrecq proposes, in the exercises of his course [24] , a type system with intersection types for (a version with De Bruijn indices of) the calculus of explicit substitutions λυ introduced in [31] . Each typable term in this calculus is shown to be strongly normalizing, but the converse is not true.
Plan of the paper. Section 2 presents the syntax and reduction semantics of λx, and in Section 3 we derive some important technical results about reduction, including the definition of a perpetual strategy and an inductive definition of the set of strongly normalizing terms. In Section 4 we present the type system E and we show the inter-admissibility of the two new typing rules we define. In Section 5 we prove that all strongly normalizing terms are typable in system E, and in Section 6 we show the converse. Finally, in Section 7, we verify that the results of [19] extend to system E ω .
Notation.
Our notation is consistent with that of [7] , to which we refer the reader for background on LC. We will use n for {1, . . . , n}.
The calculus λx

Syntax and available variables
Definition 2
The set λx of terms with explicit substitutions is defined as follows : 
We will see in Figure 2 another description of the set of terms with explicit substitutions called the head-form taxonomy whereas the above description could be called the natural taxonomy.
One defines the notions of free and bound variable occurrences in a term as usual. But it turns out that in the presence of explicit substitutions a refinement of the notion of free variable, called available variable occurrence, is key.
Definition 3
The free variables in a term are:
A variable occurrence which is not free is called a bound occurrence. The available variables in a term are:
It is easy to show by induction on the structure of terms that the available variable occurrences in a term are a subset of the free variable occurrences, and that free and available variables coincide for pure terms.
Lemma 4 av(M) ⊆ fv(M).
Availability differs from freeness in that the available variables of M x=N , where x is not available in M, are exactly those of M, whereas the free variables in any case are those of M and N. The intuition is that x is not available just when the term N disappears in the course of fully applying the substitutions in M x=N .
Further discussion of the motivation for defining available variable occurrences will be given after we present our type system. For now we can observe, referring to Example 1, that, in the term z y =xx , the variable x is free, but not available.
Notice that, actually, the calculus includes two binders, namely λ in λx.M which binds x in M, and also · ·=· in M x=N which binds x in M. In what follows, we consider terms up to α-conversion. Throughout this paper, we will assume the Barendregt convention on variables [6] to be fulfilled: no variable occurs both free and bound. Since available variables are free it follows that we assume that no variable occurs both available and bound in the same context. The Barendregt convention extends to judgments Γ M :σ (see Definition 20) in which variables occurring in the judgment Γ are considered as free and cannot occur bound in the term M. Thus a judgment like (x:σ) M x=N :τ is prohibited by the Barendregt convention.
The rules
Definition 5 (λx and λx gc ) We identify the following reduction rules on λx terms.
The Barendregt convention on variables plays a major role in the above definition, especially in rule (Abs) which otherwise would involve the capture of variables. The notion of reduction λx is obtained by deleting rule (gc), and the notion of reduction λx gc is obtained by deleting rule (VarK). The rule (gc) is called "garbage collection", as it removes useless substitutions. Notice that here we propose a form of the (gc) rule which differs from the similar rules given in [11, 20] , in that it uses availability of the variable instead of freeness. This models a more liberal rule for garbage collection.
When it is clear from the context which notion of reduction is used, −→ will denote the reduction relation and → −→ will denote its reflexive and transitive closure.
The following lemma justifies the addition of our rule (gc) to λx. PROOF. By induction on the structure of terms.
Lemma 6 If x ∈ av(M) then
Cases M ≡ y, λy.P, P Q are straightforward.
For the remaining case, M ≡ P y =Q , first of all, notice that, by Corollary 2.13 and Proposition 2.14(a) of [11] , we have
We distinguish two cases:
• y ∈ av(P ); notice that then also P y =Q = x P , by induction. Then x ∈ av(P ),
In particular, for both cases, we get (P y =Q ) x=N = x P y =Q .
By induction on reductions one can check that the set of available variables does not increase when terms are reduced.
In contrast with LC we are considering a rewrite system with several rules, which in fact interact with each other in interesting ways. For example, there is a critical pair formed by the rules (B) and (App). Specifically, a term of the form
can be reduced to either of
Most of the difficulty in working with the system is due to this critical pair, as we will see. 
Definition 8 (SN )
Generation of SN , saturated sets, and a perpetual strategy
In this section we show some properties of the set SN : the only property which is needed for our characterization result is that SN is saturated (Theorem 12), but we think that the perpetuality of the defined strategy is by itself interesting.
An inductive characterization of SN
We first recall a key closure condition of SN proved in [20] .
Lemma 9
The set SN is closed under rule:
M y =L x=N y =L z =Q P M x=N y =L z =Q P Figure 1 tells us how the set of strongly normalizing terms can be generated by induction. Rule (gen-var) has a number (possibly zero) of terms as upper part. The rule (gen-App) is interesting, as a first example of the role of our critical pair. When the term (UV ) is in fact a B-redex, it is not obvious that this rule is sound, that is, that pushing the substitution through the application (as opposed to firing the Bredex) preserves the existence of an infinite reduction. But in fact it is sound, as we will see.
Proposition 10 SN is generated by the rules of Figure 1 .
PROOF.
We first show that the rules in Figure 1 generate only terms in SN , i.e.
(gen-var) : We only consider two of the rules: (gen-I), because it is typical, and (gen-App), because it uses techniques specific to this set of rules.
(gen-I) : Suppose N z =Q P is in SN . Suppose, towards a contradiction, that x x=N z =Q P is not in SN , then there is an infinite reduction starting from this term. Either • this reduction never contracts the left-outermost redex x x=N and there exists an infinite reduction starting from N or one of the Q i 's or one of the P j 's, then N z =Q P is not in SN , which is a contradiction.
• or this reduction is of the form
which is in contradiction with the fact that N z =Q P ∈ SN . (gen-App) : Suppose (UV ) x=N z =Q P is not in SN , then there exists an infinite reduction starting from this term. If this reduction never reduces the redex (UV ) x=N , neither by (App), nor by (B) (in which case U reduces to an abstraction), then there exists an infinite reduction starting from U, or V , or N or one of the Q i 's or one of the P j 's, and
then the looked for contradiction comes from the fact that we have assumed that
But the assumption is that (U x=N )(V x=N ) z =Q P is in SN , so also U x=N y =V x=N z =Q P is in SN . Therefore, by (Lemma 9), applying (subs) gives that (U y =V x=N ) z =Q P in SN , which is a contradiction.
To conclude the proof, we need to show that the rules in Figure 1 generate all the terms in SN . This is proven by a double induction on the length of the longest derivation to normal form and on the structure of terms. Notice that the terms in the conclusions of the given rules cover all possible shapes of terms in λx. Moreover, it is easy to see that for each rule in Figure 1 , if the lower term belong to SN then the upper term(s) belong to SN . The induction hypothesis applies since the the upper term(s) either can be obtained by reducing the lower term or they are subterms of the lower term.
Saturated sets
In order to define the notion of saturated set we identify a new closure-condition on sets of terms. PROOF. Because of Lemma 9 and Proposition 10 we need only to show that SN is closed under the new rule. To show closure under rule (gen-gc), we reformulate the proof of [20] to take into account the change from fv(·) to av(·) in the definition of λx gc . We define an n-multi-context as a term with n holes in which we can insert n terms, or simply multi-context if n is understood from the context. If C[[·, . . . , ·]] is an n-multi-context and M 1 , . . . , M n are terms, then the insertions of those terms in
for short. We prove the following more general statement:
We consider triples P, M, N , where P is a term, M and N are multisets of terms. Let m be the multiset extension [16] of , the converse of the proper subterm order, and let −→ m be the multiset extension of the reduction relation λx gc . The proof is by induction over the following relation:
In what follows, P will be C[
and −→ is well-founded out of P by hypothesis; M will be {M 1 , . . . , M n }; N will be {N 1 , . . . , N n } and its λx gc -reducts.
The relation −→ m will be well-founded since multiset extension preserves wellfoundedness. Therefore, is well-founded and a Nötherian induction on is possible.
A remark on cases (4) and (5) (
Also by induction. Note that this case occurs only when the
We have shown that SN is closed under the rule (gen-gc). This has as a consequence that SN is also the set of terms strongly normalizing under λx gc .
A perpetual strategy
In what follows we will define a perpetual strategy for our calculus, which is an extension to λx of the strategy defined in [6] , page 338. It is based on the reduction of perpetual redexes.
Definition 13 (Perpetual redex)
For any term not in normal form, we define its perpetual redex.
• The perpetual redex of λx.M is the perpetual redex of M.
• The perpetual redex of M N is : Since each term contains at most one perpetual redex, the perpetual strategy is deterministic. Note that, in the case of λx gc , the perpetual strategy never reduces by (gc), except when (gc) is degenerated into (VarK), which means that in this case the perpetual redex is of the form y x=N .
The perpetual strategy is intended to terminate on a term only when the term is strongly normalizing. This is why it does not reduce a term y x=N by (VarK) or (gc) when N is not a normal form. Indeed, if N is not strongly normalizing, the perpetual strategy (to be really perpetual) has to reduce N instead of causing it to disappear.
Theorem 15
The following are equivalent
• The perpetual strategy terminates on M.
PROOF. For the non-trivial direction, examine the inductive characterization of SN and observe that when M is not strongly normalizing and has the form of the conclusion of one of the inference rules there, one of the hypotheses of the rule is obtained from M by the perpetual strategy.
We will consider intersection types as first defined in [15] with a pre-order which takes the idempotence, commutativity and associativity of the intersection type constructor into account.
Definition 16
The set of types, ranged over by σ, τ, ρ, . . ., is inductively defined as follows
where ϕ ranges over a denumerable set of type atoms.
The standard pre-ordering ≤ on types is the smallest transitive and reflexive relation such that
The pre-order defines the equivalence relation on types :
τ ∼ σ if and only if τ ≤ σ and σ ≤ τ
In the concrete syntax of types we give, as usual, ∩ precedence over →, right-most outer-most brackets will be omitted, and, since the type constructor ∩ is associative and commutative, we will write σ∩τ ∩ρ rather than (σ∩τ )∩ρ.
The notion of environment is standard, but defining the union of environments requires some care in the presence of the intersection type constructor.
Definition 17
An environment is a partial assignment from variables to types, where each individual assignment is written (x:τ ). Environments are partially ordered as follows.
By abuse of notation, we write x ∈ Γ for (∃τ ).(x:τ ) ∈ Γ. The environment Γ\x is the environment which does not contain x in its domain and which assigns the same type as Γ to the other variables.
Notice that the direction of the ordering ≤ on environments may seem at first somewhat counter-intuitive: for example, in the case where for each τ and τ we have τ = τ , Γ ≤ Γ means Γ ⊇ Γ . But as we will see, Γ ≤ Γ can be thought of as an extension of ≤ to environments.
For example, {(x:τ 1 )} {(x:τ 2 )} denotes {(x:τ 1 ∩τ 2 )}, while {(x:τ 1 )}, (x:τ 2 ) denotes {(x:τ 2 )}.
PROOF. These are routine verifications.
As discussed in the introduction, the key of our type assignment are non-standard cut-rules. These will appear in the definition below as (drop) and (K-cut).
Definition 20 (Type Assignment Rules)
The system E of type assignment for terms in λx is defined as follows:
We write Γ M :σ if there exists a derivation constructed using the above rules that has this statement as its conclusion.
The type system of [20] is obtained by removing the inference rules (drop) and (K-cut): the point of view taken there was that a closure M x=N should always have the same typing behaviour as the B-redex (λx.M)N which yields it. This is a plausible strategy since B-reduction involves no (immediate) erasing of sub-terms, even when x is not free in M; and indeed the resulting system -in the presence of a universal type -yields the expected characterizations of head-normalizing and left-most-normalizing terms. But as we have seen in Example 1, this system failed to provide a characterization of the strongly normalizing terms. This example makes clear that we must allow the type system to distinguish between certain Bredexes and their contractions.
One might note that, in Example 1, the input variable of the B-redex in M 1 does not occur free in the function body (i.e., we have a "K-redex" in LC). This suggests modifying the cut-rule to obtain one which, when typing M x=N with x not free in M, relaxes the typing hypothesis for N to merely ask that it be typable under some environment. This seems particularly appropriate since it echoes the hypotheses of the Subject Expansion Theorem in treatments of intersection types for LC. But such a rule doesn't work: it is still too restrictive. For example, the reader can easily check that the term z y =xx x=λa.aa cannot be typed in such a system since x ∈ fv(z y =xx ), but it is clearly strongly normalizing. This example should motivate our notion of available variable occurrence and the corresponding typing rule (drop).
One can also observe that no premise for x is necessary when typing z in z y =xx x=λa.aa and this leads to the introduction of rule (K-cut). Figure 3 shows how the term z y =xx x=λa.aa can be typed in system E.
Notice that rule (cut) has no side-condition, and therefore, when x ∈ av(M) and Γ N :σ, one can freely use (cut) or (drop); when x ∈ Γ and Γ N :σ, one can freely use (cut) or (K-cut).
We now state some elementary properties of the type system, which highlight the relations between the non-standard cut rules.
Lemma 21 (1) If
PROOF. By induction on the structure of derivations, with the exception of part (4) which follows immediately from parts (1) and (3).
• Before proving part (1) it is useful to make the following observation. Let M y z denote the result of substituting (in the traditional sense) y for z in M, and let Γ y z be the obvious extension of this notion to environments. If Γ M :τ , then Γ y z M y z :τ (this follows by a straightforward induction). Now, in proving part (1), the only non-trivial case is when the last applied rule is (K-cut):
Γ P :τ ∆ N :σ (y ∈ Γ) Γ P y = N :τ Now, if y did not occur in Γ , the argument would be a simple appeal to the induction hypothesis. But there is no reason to assume this, so we have to work a little. Let y be a fresh variable, not occurring (free) in Γ , ∆, P , or N. Since Γ ≤ Γ, we know that y does not occur in Γ. By our observation about the preservation of derivations under ordinary substitution, Γ P y y :τ . So by induction Γ P y y :τ . Thus Γ P y y y =N :τ by rule (K-cut). But P y y y =N is α-equivalent with P y =N , so we are done.
• For part (2), three cases have to be looked at. The first one is when M is P y =N and the derivation ends with (cut) : Γ, (y:σ) P :τ Γ N :σ Γ P y =N :τ Since x ∈ av(M), by Lemma 4, x is free in M and by the variable convention and the fact that y is bound, we get x = y. By the definition of available variable, x available in M ≡ P y =N means that x ∈ av(P ) or x ∈ av(N). In both cases the induction hypothesis yields x ∈ Γ. The other cases are
Γ P :τ ∆ N :σ (y ∈ Γ) Γ P y =N :τ
In the case of rule (K-cut), notice that, by induction, y ∈ Γ implies y ∈ av(P ). So in each case, from x ∈ av(M) we get x ∈ av(P ). We may then conclude, by induction, that x ∈ Γ.
Derivable rules
By Definition 20, the rules of system E are (start), (→I), (→E), (∩I), (∩E), (cut), (drop), and (K-cut). DLL is the system obtained from E by dropping rule (K-cut) and vBD is the systems obtained from E by dropping rule (drop). We will write Γ DLL M :σ if there exists a derivation with rules in DLL that has this as its conclusion, and similarly Γ vBD M :σ.
We will show that these systems have the same typing power as system E, so we can say that just one of the rules (K-cut) and (drop) suffices.
Lemma 22 (1) Rule (K-cut) is derivable in system DLL.
(2) Rule (drop) is derivable in system vBD.
PROOF.
(1) : Each application of rule (K-cut) (K-cut) : Γ P :τ ∆ N :σ (y ∈ Γ) Γ P y =N :τ can be replaced by an application of rule (drop), since, by Lemma 21(2), y ∈ Γ implies y ∈ av(P ). Γ P :τ ∆ N :σ (y ∈ av(P )) Γ P y =N :τ By Lemma 21(3), Γ\y P :τ . Then the (K-cut) rule yields Γ\y P y =N :τ . Then, by Lemma 21(4), we have Γ P y =N :τ .
From the above Lemma we easily get:
Theorem 23 The sets of derivable judgments in systems E, DLL, and vBD coincide.
Typing strongly normalizing terms
As usual for type assignment systems, we have a Generation Lemma. We will use a generic notation for intersection types, σ 1 ∩ . . . ∩σ n , and assume that then each σ i is not an intersection type. A minimal requirement of our system is that it satisfies the subject reduction property (SR). We will show SR for the reduction λx gc : this gives us SR for λx for free.
Theorem 25 (Subject Reduction)
If M −→ N, then Γ M :τ implies Γ N :τ .
PROOF.
By induction on the definition of the reduction relation, ' −→ '. We only show the base cases. and x ∈ av(N). As above, by Lemma 24(2), for every i ∈ n, there exists ρ i such that Γ M :ρ i →σ i and Γ N :ρ i . Then, by rule (drop), Γ M x = P :ρ i →σ i and also Γ N x = P :ρ i . In both cases, by rule (→E), we get Γ (M x = P )(N x = P ):σ i , so by rule (∩I), Γ (M x = P )(N x = P ):σ. Normal forms in λx are the same as in LC, and the type system E is an extension of the standard system of intersection types for LC. Therefore we get the typability of all normal forms for free. Moreover, we show that λ-free normal forms (that is to say, normal forms which are not λ-abstractions) have arbitrary types: this also holds in the the standard system of intersection types.
Lemma 26 (Normal forms are typable) Let M be a normal form. (1) If M is λ-free and τ is a type, then there is an environment in which M has type τ . (2) M is typable in some environment.
PROOF. By simultaneous structural induction on M.
• If M is a variable, both statements hold.
• If M ≡ xM 1 . . . M n , where M 1 , . . . , M n are normal forms, then by induction there are, for i ∈ n, Γ i , τ i such that
So M is typable with an arbitrary type τ in a suitable environment.
• If M ≡ λx.M , then by induction (second statement), there are Γ and τ such that Γ M :τ . Then Γ, (x:σ) M :τ , where either (x:σ) ∈ Γ or x ∈ Γ and σ is any type. Hence, Γ\x M :σ→τ .
The key property to obtain the typability of all strongly normalizing terms is the preservation of typability when we expand using the perpetual strategy. This comes as a corollary of the following more technical theorem.
Theorem 27 (Subject Expansion) If M N in one step, then (1) if the rule applied in the reduction is not (B): Γ
if the rule applied in the reduction is (B):
(1) By induction on the structure M. The base case is when M is its own perpetual redex: let us reason by cases on the rule used.
(App) : We assume Γ P x=U Q x=U :σ, and want to prove Γ (P Q) x=U :σ. By Lemma 24(2), there are types
By rule (∩I) it suffices to prove that (∀ i ∈ n).Γ (P Q) x=U :σ i . If x ∈ av(P ) and x ∈ av(Q), we apply Lemma 24(4), which gives Γ P :τ i →σ i and Γ Q:τ i , as well as that U is typable. Consequently, Γ P Q:σ i and finally, by rule (drop), Γ (P Q) x=U :
(which induces by rule (cut), Γ (P Q) x=U :σ i ). In each case, we apply Lemma 24(4) on both P and Q. · If x ∈ av(P ) and x ∈ av(Q), we get µ such that Γ, (x:µ) P :τ i →σ i and Γ U :µ. Taking τ i to be µ, we use 21(4) on Q to get the result. · If x ∈ av(P ) and x ∈ av(Q), we get ν such that Γ, (x:ν) Q:τ i and Γ U :ν. Taking τ i to be ν, we use 21(4) on P to get the result. · If x ∈ av(P ) and x ∈ av(Q), we get µ and ν, such that
If we set τ i to µ∩ν we get the result. (Abs) : Suppose M ≡ (λy.P ) x=U and N ≡ λy.(P x=U ). By Barendregt's convention, y ∈ av(U) and x = y; then x ∈ av(P ) if and only if x ∈ av(λy.P ). We assume Γ λy.(P x=U ):σ, and want to prove Γ (λy.P ) x=U :σ. Using Lemma 24(3), we have types τ i , σ i (i ∈ n) such that σ ∼ (τ 1 →σ 1 )∩ . . . ∩(τ n →σ n ) and (∀ i ∈ n).Γ, (y:τ i ) P x=U :σ i . By rule (∩I) it suffices to prove that (∀ i ∈ n).Γ (λy.P ) x=U :τ i →σ i . We apply Lemma 24(4) on Γ, (y:τ i ) P x=U :σ i and thereby, · If x ∈ av(P ) we get µ such that Γ, (y:τ i ), (x:µ) P :σ i and Γ, (y:τ i ) U :µ. Since y ∈ av(U), applying Lemma 21(1) we get Γ, (x:µ), (y:τ i ) P :σ i and Γ U :µ. · If x ∈ av(P ) we get that U is typable and Γ, (y:τ i ) P :σ i . In both cases, we get the required result by applying first rule (→I) and then respectively rules (cut) or (drop). (VarI) : If Γ U :τ , then clearly Γ, (x:τ ) x:τ and Γ x x=U :τ . (VarK) : Then U is a normal form, and, by Lemma 26, U is typable. We assume Γ y :σ, and rule (drop) yields Γ y x=U :σ. Now for the induction step, since the environment and the type of M are the same as of N, the proof is easy using the same typing tree. (2) Again, the proof is by induction on the structure of M.
(M is its own perpetual redex) : We wish to prove:
which entails Γ (λx.P )U :τ by rule (→E). · If x ∈ av(P ), then, using Lemma 24(4), we have Γ P :τ and (∃ Γ , τ ).Γ U :τ .
From Lemma 21(1), we get Γ, (x:τ ) P :τ which yields Γ λx.P :τ →τ by rule (→I). Hence (∃ Γ , τ ).Γ λx.P :τ →τ & Γ U :τ . If we set Γ to be Γ Γ ≤ Γ we get Γ λx.P :τ →τ and Γ U :τ which entails
We assume Γ λx.N :σ and want to prove Γ λx.M :σ for some environment Γ ≤ Γ and type σ . Using Lemma 24(3), we have types
Then, by induction, we get Γ ≤ Γ, τ 1 , and σ 1 such that Γ , (x:τ 1 ) M :σ 1 . Taking σ := τ 1 →σ 1 we get Γ λx.M :σ as required.
is a λ-free normal form and M 2 N 2 (see Definition 13). We assume Γ N 1 N 2 :σ, and want to prove Γ M 1 M 2 :σ for some environment Γ ≤ Γ. Using Lemma 24(2), we have types
. Now by Definition 13, M 1 cannot be an abstraction, otherwise M would be its own perpetual redex.
· If M 1 N 1 and M 2 ≡ N 2 , then we apply the induction hypothesis to M 1 . Hence we have Γ i ≤ Γ such that Γ i M 1 :τ i →σ i , and using Lemma 21(1) we get
N 2 and M 1 ≡ N 1 , then we apply the induction hypothesis to M 2 . Hence we have Γ i ≤ Γ and τ i such that Γ i M 2 :τ i . By Definition 13 we know that M 1 is a λ-free normal form, so Lemma 26(1) provides an environment Γ in which M 1 has type τ i →σ i . Now, taking Γ i to be
· The perpetual redex of M is in M 2 , and M 1 ≡ y = x (hence, N ≡ y x=N 2 where M 2 N 2 ). Assume Γ y x=N 2 :σ. Using Lemma 24(4), we get Γ y :σ. Now by induction M 2 is typable. Hence applying rule (drop) we get Γ y x=M 2 :σ as required. · The perpetual redex of M is in M 1 , and M 1 is a closure (hence, N ≡ N 1 x=M 2 where M 1 N 1 ). We assume Γ N 1 x=M 2 :σ, and want to prove Γ M 1 x=M 2 :σ.
x ∈ av(N 1 ): Then, using Lemma 24(4), we have a type τ such that Γ, (x:τ ) N 1 :σ and Γ M 2 :τ . Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to M 1 , which is a closure. We get Γ, (x:τ ) M 1 :σ, and then we can apply rule (cut) to get Γ M 1 x=M 2 :σ.
x ∈ av(N 1 ): Then using Lemma 21(3) we get Γ\x N 1 x=M 2 :σ. Then we can apply Lemma 24(4), and we have Γ\x N 1 :σ and M 2 is typable. Now we can apply the induction hypothesis to M 1 , which is a closure. We get Γ\x M 1 :σ. Note that since x ∈ (Γ\x), we can apply rule (K-cut) and get Γ M 1 x=M 2 :σ.
Theorem 29 All strongly normalizing terms are typable.
PROOF. By induction on the length of the perpetual derivation. For the base case we observe that normal forms are typable (Lemma 26(2)), the induction step follows by Corollary 28.
All Typable Terms are Strongly Normalizable
The general idea of the reducibility method, is to interpret types by suitable sets (saturated and stable sets for Tait [40] and Krivine [27] and admissible relations for Mitchell [34, 35] ) of terms (reducible terms) which satisfy the required property (e.g. strong normalization) and then to develop semantics in order to obtain the soundness of the type assignment. A consequence of soundness, the fact that every term typable by a type in the type system belongs to the interpretations of that type, leads to the fact that terms typable in the type system satisfy the required property, since the type interpretations are built up in that way.
In order to develop the reducibility method we consider the applicative structure whose domain are the terms in λx and where the application is just the application of terms.
Definition 30 (Reducible terms)
(1) We define the collection of set of terms R ρ inductively over types by:
(2) We define the set R of reducible terms by:
Notice that, if M ∈ R σ , not necessarily there exists a Γ such that Γ M :σ. For example, if ϕ, ϕ are two different type variables, then λx.x ∈ R ϕ→ϕ , since (λx.x)M ∈ SN whenever M ∈ SN , but we cannot derive ∅ λx.x:ϕ→ϕ . Also, since λx.x ∈ SN , λx.x ∈ R ϕ , but we cannot derive ∅ λx.x:ϕ.
We now show that reducibility implies strong normalization and that all termvariables are reducible. For the latter, it is convenient to show a generalization: all typable strongly normalisable terms that start with a term variable are reducible.
PROOF. By simultaneous induction on the structure of types.
(1) (ϕ) : By Definition 30.
We now show that all sets R ρ are closed under the rules (subs), (gen-B), (gen-App), (gen-Abs), (gen-I) and (gen-gc). This result is needed in the proof of Theorem 33.
Lemma 32 (Saturation)
For all ρ, the sets R ρ are SN -saturated.
PROOF. All these closures are shown by induction on the structure of types. For the case of a type-variable, R ϕ = SN , which is SN -saturated (Theorem 12). For the rest of the induction, since the proofs are all very similar, we will not show all in detail, but focus on rule (subs). Then:
Immediate by Definition 30 and induction.
We shall prove our strong normalization result by showing that every typable term is reducible. For this, we need to prove a stronger property: we will show that if we substitute term-variables by reducible terms in a typable term, then we obtain a reducible term. This gives the soundness of our type interpretation.
Theorem 33 (Soundness) Suppose {(x 1 :µ 1 ), . . . , (x n :µ n )} M :σ, and, for i ∈ n, N i ∈ R µ i , with no x j available in any
PROOF. The proof is by induction on the structure of derivations. We will use the SN -saturation of the saturated sets (Lemma 32) just mentioning the rule names. Let Γ = {(x 1 :µ 1 ), . . . , (x n :µ n )}.
(start) : Then M ≡ x j , and µ j = σ, for some j ∈ n. Since N j ∈ R µ j , N j ∈ R σ .
Then, by rules (gen-I) and (gen-gc), By induction, M 1 x = N ∈ R τ →σ and M 2 x = N ∈ R τ . But then, by Defini- Then again by induction, but now on the left-hand hypothesis, P x = N y =Q x = N ∈ R σ . So, by rule (subs), (P y =Q ) x = N ∈ R σ . (drop) : Here M ≡ P y =Q , Γ P :σ, y / ∈ Γ and there exist ∆, τ such that ∆ Q:τ . By induction P x = N ∈ R σ . Since y / ∈ av(P ) we may use closure of R σ under rule (gen-gc) to conclude that (P y =Q ) x = N ∈ R σ . To be able to apply that rule, we need that Q ∈ SN ; notice that by induction on the derivation for Q, Q ∈ R τ , so, by Lemma 31(1), Q ∈ SN . (K-cut) : The proof is very similar to the (drop) case; we may also use to Theorem 23.
PROOF. Suppose Γ is {(x 1 :ρ 1 ), . . . , (x m :ρ m )}. By Lemma 31(2), all term-variables are reducible for any type, so, by Theorem 33, for all M, M x=y is reducible, where y are fresh. By Lemma 31(1) the term M x=y is strongly normalizing, and since M is a subterm, the result follows.
Characterizing weak normalization and head normalization
The system E is obtained from the system D of [20] by adding the rules (drop) and (K-cut). The system D ω is the extension of D obtained by adding a universal type ω: this type was first added to intersection type assignment in [39] . The main feature of systems with intersection and ω is that typing is invariant under any conversion of subjects. In [20] , characterizations of the head-normalizing and leftmost-normalizing terms of λx were obtained in terms of typability in D ω .
The main result of this paper is that typability in system E serves to characterize the strongly-normalizing terms of λx, and therefore that the rules (drop) and (K-cut) capture this important aspect of reduction in explicit substitutions calculi. But a natural question to raise at this point is whether rules (drop) and (K-cut) behave well in the presence of a universal type. In particular, we may ask whether the normalization theorems of [20] still hold in the presence of the new rules. In this section we show that this is the case. That is, we will verify that the D ω -characterizations of normalizing and head-normalizing terms from [20] generalize in a natural way to E ω . The first observation is that when a universal type is added to E the resulting system is equivalent to D ω .
Extending the type system
Definition 35
The type system E ω is obtained from system E by adding the type constant ω and the rule: (ωI) : Γ M :ω
The type system D ω is obtained by adding ω and rule (ωI) to the system D of [20] . 
Theorem 36
Head reduction and left-most reduction
The head and left-most redexes from LC appear in λx gc as head or left-most Bredexes. But the general notion of head or left-most redex in λx gc must take the rules for applying substitutions into account. In fact, the correct definitions of head and left-most reduction are more subtle than in LC. Essentially this is because λx gc has a critical pair, due to the following overlapping reductions:
(λx.M) y =L N y =L ←− ((λx.M)N) y =L −→ M x=N y =L Both these reductions could be considered a "head reduction." In fact, it is our choice to consider them each to be head reductions. Formally, since [20] treats a different reduction system, it is difficult to quote results there in support of results about the system of this paper. But the arguments of the first paper carry over almost word-for-word. In light of this we have chosen to indicate below precisely where the distinction between the systems makes a difference, rather than repeating the entire development.
The following definitions are due to Cardone and Coppo [13] : A type is proper if it has no positive occurrence of ω. A type is trivial if it can be generated by the following rules:
(1) ω is trivial, (2) If σ is trivial and τ is any type, then τ →σ is trivial, (3) If σ and τ are trivial, then σ ∩ τ is trivial.
The following lemma isolates the place where we must acknowledge the difference in garbage collection rules. 
PROOF.
Each of these assertions is proved in [20] for the system λx gc − (Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 there). We invite the reader to check that in that paper, the only places where the garbage collection rule is analyzed are Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5 and that the proofs of each of these Lemmas are essentially unchanged if the current, more liberal, gc rule is used. The rest of the development in [20] is unchanged, completing the proof. PROOF. By Theorem 36 we may replace, in (1), "E ω " by "D ω ." Then each of the equivalences has been proved in [20] with the exception of the implication from (1) to (2) since, in [20] garbage collection refers to the more restricted rule gc − . But for this implication we use Lemma 39 here.
